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Pattern

Hooded Jacket
- Baby
YARN USAGE
3 months: 250 g
6 months: 250 g

Knitted in Go ha
ndem
soft and high qual ade’s Cosy - a wonderfully
ity
shape: 60% Cotto cotton mix that keeps the
n/40% Acrylic, 50
g/100 m.

♥

ons
Duffle Butt
le
ed 3,5 mm
Knitting ne :
Gauge
21 sts/10 cm
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ABBREVIATIONS
AND DEFINITIONS

YARN USAGE
3 months:

250 g

6 months:

250 g

st(s)
Stitch(es)
N
Needle(s)
r
Row
Button hole	Bind off 3 sts.
In the following row, cast on 3 new sts.
The button holes are made as needed,
on the right side for girls and left side
for boys.
Indicates number of sts per r for the 2 sizes.
(..)
3 months (6 months)

MATERIAL

Duffle Buttons
Knitting needle 3,5 mm
Gauge: 21 sts = 10 cm
Specified yarn quantities are indicative.

Cosy
- A wonderfully
soft
and high quality
cotton mix

!
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Cosy’s thread is
perfect for knitte
d cardigans an
sweaters. The thr
d
ead is quite lights
pun, soft and wi
a very special ela
th
sticity, which pre
ser ves the knit
beautiful. The na
ture of the fiber
gives a special
fluffyness, which
is ideal for knitti
ng beautiful swea
ters.
The Cosy yarn is
a bit vintage in
its expression –
warm, strong an
d even breathab
le.
Cosy has been
awarded the AZ
O certificate an
thus a yarn that
d is
everyone can fee
l
safe wearing.
60% Cotton/40
% Acrylic,
50 g/100 m.

NOTE: Gauge
- it is VERY important
for the jacket’s finished result
to respect the gauge.

If worked too loose, the shape will not be
maintained, which is why it is important to pay
attention to the firmness of the stitches at all
times, not just at the start.
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UK

HOODED JACKET

LEFT FRONT PIECE
The left front piece is knitted separeately until it is
the same size as the right front piece. Then it is
knitted together with the back's sts.

3 MONTHS (6 MONTHS)
The hoodie is knitted from the right sleeve to the left
sleeve in garter stitch.

6. C
 ast on 50 (58) sts and knit like the right front

piece, but increase 1 st x 3 (5) times at the neck
side instead of decreasing = 53 (63) sts.

1. C ast on 32 (36) sts and knit in garter stitch.
Increase 1 st on each side every 3 (3) cm
- 4 (6) times = 40 (48) sts.

7. W
 hen the left front piece mirrors the right front

piece, knit the parts together with the back’s sts
= 106 (126) sts.

2. W
 hen the piece measures 15 (18) cm,

cast on 33 (39) sts each side = 106 (126) sts.

8. W
 hen piece measures 7 (8) cm after knitting

3. K nit until height of 7 (8) cm is reached.

parts together, bind off at the beginning of the
next 2 rows: 33 (39) sts for a total of 40 (48) sts.

Divide piece for front and back - 53 (63) sts on
each part.

9. N
 ow work on sleeve: knit 3 (3) cm, then dec 1 st

on each side.
Repeat decreases every 3 (3) cm,
to a total of 4 (6) times = 32 (36) sts and both
sleeves are the same length.
Bind off.

BACK
4. Decrease 1 st at the neck and knit until the piece

UK

measures 19 (20) cm, increase 1 st and put part
on hold.

RIGHT FRONT PIECE
5. Decrease 1 st at the neck side 3 (5) times

HOOD
10. C
 ast on 6 sts, then pick up 50 (56) sts from the

Knit until height of 14,5 (15,5) cm and bind off.

Knit until the piece measures 4 (4) cm,
then increase by 5 (5) sts evenly distributed within the
6 sts on each side = 72 (78) sts.

= 50 (58) sts. Knit until height of 13 (14) cm,
insert 4 (5) evenly distributed button holes
- or desired number of button holes.

neckline. Start at the right front piece after the
first 6 sts and finish 6 sts before the end of the
left side part, then cast on 6 sts = 62 (68) sts.
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When the work measures 10 (10) cm,
increase by 5 (7) sts within the outer
6 (8) sts of each side = 82 (92) sts.

ASSEMBLY
Sew sides and sleeves together.
Weave in ends and sew on buttons.

When the work measures 18 (20) cm, divide the
work as to have two pieces of 41 (46) sts each.
Knit pieces together, binding off at the same time.
Fold the 6 (6) sts on both sides and sew them to the
hood.

FINAL MEASUREMENTS
Circumference 
Length 
Sleeve length 

50 (53) cm
25 (30) cm
15 (17) cm

9. Bind off
left sleeve

8. Bind off

8. Bind off

UK
7. Left front piece is
added to the back

10. Pick up stitches
from the neckline

4. Put part on hold

5. Knit right front piece
3. Knit

2. Cast on

2. Cast on
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1. Begin on
right sleeve

6. Left front piece is
knitted on its own

Good to know
Needle Size & Tension

Knitters knit very differently: some knit with a needle size
2,0 mm and obtain the same size of design quality as a
person who knits with a needle size 4,0 mm. We owe this
knowledge to the team of knitters who join us.
The key to knit a specific size is a lot about the knitting
style/hands/skills, rather than the size of needles.
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